NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
   MILLIMETERS IN BRACKETS.
2. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE REFERENCE ONLY.
3. DO NOT SCALE FROM DRAWING.
4. THIS DRAWING IS PRELIMINARY AND NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION, PROCUREMENT OR FABRICATION.
5. ASSESSMENT OF PROPER DEFINITION OF PURGE PORT CAP & GASKET MATERIAL, SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003, ENTIRE.
6. SUPPLIER DOCUMENT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000.DRW
7. THIS DRAWING IS SUPPORTING DESIGN INFORMATION (SDI).
8. THE PURGE PORT CAP CONTAINS METALLIC GASKETS, BUT THE MATERIAL MASSES ARE INEXCHANGEABLE AND ARE NOT INCLUDED. SEE REFERENCE B.
9. SUPPLIER DOCUMENT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000.B.

REFERENCE LIST:
2. TRANSPORT, ALNG. AND DEPOT CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM RESOLUITIONS PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION REPORT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-002, APPENDIX 4, GENERAL.
3. SUPPLIER DOCUMENT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003, PAGE 2, FIGURE 2.
4. THIS DRAWING IS PRELIMINARY AND NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION, PROCUREMENT OR FABRICATION.
5. BASIS OF DESIGN FOR THE TAD CHARACTERIZATION EXPOSITORY DESIGN CONCEPT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003.
6. SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003.
8. SUPPLIER DOCUMENT SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003, ENTIRE.
9. SHE 000-MWO-DSCO-00100-000-003, ENTIRE.
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